THE BRETT
KAVANAUGH
CALENDAR
GAME
by Aukey Wikoff

Overview: It was the summer of 1982—a timeless era of convertible cars, pop-up collars, and inap-

propriate touching without consent. Everyone listened to Frankie Goes to Hollywood and just relaxed…to the max! But that simple anthem didn’t always mean the same thing for everyone. For Brett
Kavanaugh, life was about doing sports, lifting weights and drinking beer, because he likes beer…a
lot. One thing that doesn’t go along with drinking is sex. And Brett had not much luck with love in
high school, or so he says. You are his friends, and your testimony means life and death for Brett Kavanaugh……..’s job interview.
The objective of this game is to blindly link yourself to an event on Brett Kavanaugh’s calendar and
become his alibi without getting caught in a lie or making your story sound at all sexual in nature.

Game components: The calendar entries list, blank player calendars, 4 Brett Kavanaugh calendar
(scoring boards). 1 d4 die not included in this PDF.

Setup: Each player has a blank calendar in front of them, one d4 die (to share), and the list of cal-

endar entries. Brett’s calendar events are not needed until scoring at the end of the game. The player
who has the most expensive car gets to go first. Optional equipment: An interrogation floodlight to
shine in a player’s face during their turn. This adds a level of stress to the whole experience.

Players: 2-7 of Brett’s bestest high school buddies. You can play as either Squi, Mark Judge, PJ, Tobin, Timmy, Tom or Bernie.

Pick your characters carefully, because each one has a special privilege power that might get them off
the hook from having to truthfully answer a question. This power can only be used once per game.
•

Squi – Special Privilege Power: Fffffffffuck. Get out of answering a question by stuttering the F
word until everyone loses interest. Place an X on that date on your calendar.

•

Mark Judge – Special Privilege Power: Boof. You pass gas as you pass your calendar event
question to another friend (you choose the player).

•

PJ – Special Privilege Power: Devil’s Triangle. Get out of answering the question as you were
having a devil’s triangle with one other player (you choose) at that time. Both players write
“Devil’s triangle” on the calendar date and corroborate each other’s story.

•

Tobin – Special Privilege Power: Party On. Everyone changes calendars with the person to their
right.

•

Timmy – Special Privilege Power: 100 Kegs or Bust. Plead the 5th, as you drank so much you
cannot remember that date.

•

Tom – Special Privilege Power: Renate Aluminus. Get one of your “Eskimo brothers” to give you
an alibi for that date (you choose the player).

•

Bernie – Special Privilege Power: Ralph Club. Toss up the scoring calendar on the table and roll
for a new scoring calendar for everyone.

How to play: Each player picks a high school friend of Brett Kavanaugh’s. Then, one by one (going

clockwise) everyone takes turns asking the next player in line a question off of the calendar events
list. The player being asked the question must explain, in detail, what went on that day and why they
were there along with Brett. It is assumed you were with Brett during all events on his calendar, unless you use your character’s special privilege power (listed above). Once the story is told, the player
rolls a d4 and, counting from the top of their blank calendar board, writes down the event in that
square. Each player continues from the previous player’s date, and so on.

Calendar events list: The following is a list of calendar entries for your blank player calendars.
No question from the list may be asked more than once in a single game.
“Working out with my C out”

“You have to pry open a clam to get a pearl”

“I ate her cat like Alf”

“Hiding from the law for the weekend”

“Whacking Balls w/Popo”

“Quaaludes for prudes”

“Salad tossing champion”

“Donkey dames”

“Belching, felching, and squelching”

“Dingle Berryman”

“HJ HJ HJ”

“Faaaaaar in”

“UB40 autographs”

“Tubular waterbed ride”

“Major sand D”

“Eiffel tower of power”

“Everyone was GB ready”

“Body shots in cots”

“Wingman handoff”

“Mystery-meat hole”

“No-hand K stand”

“Throwing up in a fart bag”

“Turn around reach around”

“Losing my V with trustfunding”

“Zebra style”

“Skinny dipping with fatty”

“Don’t mind, she was blind”

“Double-decker pecker wrecker”

“White lines, I did it”

“Walking the dog face”

“Here comes Nigel with the brie”

“Pretending to be asleep”

“Hot Carl vs cold Carl”

“Slam-dance in pants”

“I scored a dump shot”

“Giving a working girl some work”

“Red wing warrior”

“Tent tiger”

“Tap dancing with Dale”

“My fingers smell funny”

“Here’s the beef”

“Swimming in her ocean”

“My rash is the same one you had on your face”

“Comatose spit roast”

Scoring: The game is over once the first player gets to the bottom of his game board. At which time
that player rolls the d4 die one final time and picks one of Brett Kavanaugh’s calendars from the list
below.
1-May, 2-June, 3-July, 4-August.
Now, observe each player’s calendar events and compare them against the Brett Kavanaugh score
board. If the stories match up in both calendars or Brett’s calendar is blank on that date, that is worth
+5 credibility points. If your character is named on the same date, it’s worth +10 credibility points. If
something doesn’t match up, that is -3 credibility points. If something seems sexual in nature, it is -7
credibility points. The person with the most credibility points is cleared of all wrongdoings. Everyone
else loses and has their life totally ruined.

Brett Kavanaugh calendar scoring boards

Blank Player Calendar

Player’s Name:

Character:
Special Privilege Power:
Month:
(find out at the end of the game)
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END OF
GAME

Events that matched up +5 pts:
Events that matched, and you’re character is named +10 pts:
Events that didn’t match up -3 pts :
Event that sounds sexual -7 pts:

Total score:

